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While speaking, a middle-aged man in a suit and with a deep outline came over. The
man revealed a faint sense of dignity, and his face rushed to Ashley's side in a hurry.

It should be Ashley's father, Mr. Downton.

With a cold face, Mr. Downton checked Ashley's injury first, and found no injury, but
Ashley was in severe pain, so he told the attendant next to him to bring a stretcher and
prepare to send Ashley to the hospital.

Bai nianxi also saw Ashley's condition, felt that the situation should not be serious,
and said: "Sir, can you show me Ashley's injury?"

Before Mr. Downton could answer, Tyler had already called out, "no, she pushed
Ashley down the stairs!"

Mr. Downton's face darkened for a moment. "Is that you?"

Bai nianxi shook her head. "It's just a misunderstanding. I can explain later, but now
Ashley is in severe pain. I know some Chinese massage, maybe I can help her."

After Luo Luo's eye was injured, Bai nianxi read a lot of medical books. Sometimes he
saw the places he was interested in, and he expanded and studied deeply. In two years,
he also learned a lot about basic medical knowledge.

As a politician, Mr. Downton is much more calm and steady, and has his own
observation and judgment.

Looking at Bai nianxi in front of him, his expression was sincere. He didn't rush to
defend himself first, but first cared about Ashley's injury. He had a little measure of
himself in his heart.

"All right, you can have a look first." Mr. Downton agreed. After all, Ashley is in great
pain now, and it will take time to wait for the doctor or send her to the hospital.

"Who knows what she'll do to Ashley? She's done this to Ashley's feet! " Taylor's
mood is very excited, and his voice is very sharp.
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Mr. Downton frowned. He was obviously dissatisfied with Taylor's expression now.
She would only make people resentful if she yelled like this.

"Uncle Downton, you can't..."

"Enough!" Before Tyler finished, Downton stopped what Tyler had to say and said in
a deep voice, "I have my own judgment. Don't yell any more."

Tyler shut up and stopped talking. Seeing that Mr. Downton was angry, all the people
present were quiet, and the scene settled down a lot.

Bai nianxi goes up to Ashley and squats down. He looks at Ashley's ankle carefully
and makes sure there is no injury. It should be the problem of muscles and bones.

She put her soft fingers on Ashley's ankles, found a few points and pressed them
gently. She asked Ashley about her reaction. After getting Ashley's answer, Bai nianxi
checked again.

Then he raised his head to Mr. Downton and said, "Sir, Ashley's injury is not serious.
She didn't hurt her bone. She doesn't need too serious treatment. The pain is because
she sprained the one inside for a while..."

Bai nianxi wanted to say "sprained muscles and bones", but he couldn't find a suitable
English word to describe them. Considering that they are Westerners, they should also
have no such concept as tendons and bones.

So he simply said, "if you believe in traditional Chinese medicine, I can massage Miss
Ashley now. It should relieve a lot."

Mr. Downton's sharp eyebrows narrowed. "Chinese medicine?"

He has also heard of traditional Chinese medicine. In the eyes of Westerners like them,
traditional Chinese medicine is a mysterious force from the East. He asked
suspiciously, "do you know traditional Chinese medicine?"

Bai nianxi originally wanted to answer "slightly understand." But if she had been
modest on this occasion, perhaps Mr. Downton would not have let her do it, and
nodded.

After getting Mr. Downton's approval, Bai nianxi began to massage Ashley's ankle.

Bai nianxi pays great attention to the strength of her hands. During the massage,
Ashley doesn't feel much pain. The pain on her feet is gradually relieved, and her face



is also relieved.

People saw Ashley slowly recover, and her face gradually improved.

Bai nianxi's fingers are still swimming slowly on Ashley's white ankle, and his hands
begin to slowly accumulate strength. When Ashley has relaxed, his hands make a
strong effort.

Ashley let out a shrill cry.

Bai nianxi was a little relieved. Now it was the real end.

"What have you done to her?" he said angrily

"Nothing." Bai nianxi calmly replied and stood up. "After the pain is relieved, Miss
Ashley should be able to stand up."

"What did you say? Just the two times you did? "

Downton looked at Bai nianxi dubiously. After the pain, Ashley had already gasped
for breath. She moved her ankle slightly and found that she didn't move much.

And slowly stood up, slowly walked two steps, although there is still some ankle
maladjustment, but normal walking has no problem, unlike just as completely unable
to bear the force.

Downton was relieved at last.Then he asked, "what happened just now?"

"She Taylor seems to have been holding on for a long time. As soon as Downton asked,
Taylor could not wait to say it. Pointing to Bai nianxi, she said, "it's her! She pushed
Ashley down the stairs

Hearing Taylor's words, Ashley first looked at Taylor, and then at Bai nianxi. Her eyes
were slightly shocked. At that time, Bai nianxi did extend her hand.

"Who can prove it?" Downton glanced faintly at the people around him.

The original waiter stood up and said, "I did see this lady push Ashley down."

"Is it?" Downton looks at Bai nianxi and wants her to give him an answer.

Bai nianxi shook her head. "It's just a misunderstanding. I didn't intend to push Ashley.
I just saw that the brooch on her chest was loose and wanted to help her button it up."



"So you mean my daughter fell off herself?" When Downton asked, there was some
anger and dignity in his eyes.

Ashley stood aside, heard Bai nianxi's words, and recalled what happened just now.

Bai nianxi's hand didn't touch her. She was scared suddenly. She overreacted. She
stepped back and fell down.

As for why Bai nianxi touched her, Ashley looked down at the brooch on her chest. It
was really gone. Maybe she fell out just now.

Bai nianxi's face is also a little serious. She really didn't meet Ashley, but does she
really want her to say that Ashley fell down on her own for no reason?

"I fell it myself." Ashley said suddenly.
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